
...IMAGINE THE POSSIBILITIES

Double-wall construction with specialty 
treated high impact polyethylene enhances 
foam adhesion and adds structural strength

Specially formulated foam-in-place urethane 
insulation provides outstanding temperature 
control and long lasting durability

FLX-SEAL® doors on front load models fold 
up and out of the way, allowing for complete 
product access

TOP LOAD MODELS
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floors, retention straps
compartments, shelving, drains, casters, airflow 
Optional accessories include: dry ice 

performance
components provide validated temperature 
Pre-qualified solutions utilizing standard 

hold up  to 658 kgs of pellets or cut dry ice
from 0.03 to 2.1 cubic meter capacity, and can 
Available in top load or front load styles ranging 

 
  
 

  
 

 

   

all while maintaining the required temperature.
Ergonomically designed to promote operational efficiencies and maximize cube space within a truck, 

   

effectively transport active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) and optimize mixed loads of 
proper temperature and preserve product quality. Use these bulk insulated containers to
ThermoSafe® Durable Insulated Containers keep your temperature-sensitive products at the 

FOR HEALTHCARE
Durable Insulated Containers

 

                         
  
       

  

 

For storage of COVID-19 Vaccine at -70°C with Dry Ice

transporting, and unloading efficient and worry-free. High impact polyethylene can handle the
Ranging in various sizes and styles, thes. e durable insulated containers make storing, 

of refrigerants and dry ice (-79°C to -50°C).
 
 

rigors of transport: the tight fitting lid and container construction, maintains temperatures,
and maximizes shipping and transporting efficiency. Pre-qualified solutions available.

are also ideal for temporary storage in the warehouse, on the pack out line, and for the storage
refrigerated, frozen, and controlled room temperature product. Our durable insulated containers  



and other handling and replacement accessories are available at a low cost.
manufactured to be used and  reused. Replacement latches, hinges, handles, 

ThermoSafe insulated containers are strong, durable, and specifically 
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FRONT LOAD MODELS
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Durable Insulated Containers for Healthcare Applications

Pre-qualified solutions are available.

and optimize mixed loads ofrefrigerated, frozen and controlled room temperature products.
Use these containers to effectively transport vaccines, active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) 

efficient and worry-free.
various sizes and styles, these durable insulated containers make storing, transporting and unloading, 
Maintain critical temperatures for your pharmaceutical or laboratory specific materials. Ranging in 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

JD HONIGBERG INTERNATIONAL, INC. 

Northbrook IL 60062 USA 

www.jdhmedical.com  /  medical@jdhintl.com 

http://www.jdhmedical.com/

